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The PROCF.SS. of lwmFACIURE: 

The PRI~lARY stage in the manufacture of the hook is the preparation of the BI.AN: 
or tab of material to the approximate outline of the hook, or part of the hook, 
it is desired to make (fig.4a,b ) . This may be done by flaking , sawing or 'cut
ting' , grinding, etc. 

The SEClN}U\Y stag~, in ONE PIECE hooks only, is the removal of the central pert 
of the BL\NI: by drilling · (fig.4g), drilling around a CDRE (fig.4c), chipping 
(fig.4d) grinding : (fig.4e) or by sawing in from the upper edge (fig.4f). 

The f'1NU. stage i~ the shaping and polishing of the almost cC1111plete hook or book 
part (fig.4h) . 

The MA'IERIAl.S of liWllFAC'Il.RE: 

Hooks or hook parts my be made from OClNE of human, bird (especially moa), dog, 
seal, whale, etc. origin; from TEElll of dog , seal, etc; from SHELL, especially 
paua and Cookia aulcata; from 'I()(]); from STCNE, including greenstone; and !rum 
fll:TAL. 

Dl\AWING a nSHtm~: . 

By far the simplest and llOSt universal method of Jr.awing the book is to lay 
it on a sheet of paper and trace around it with a pencil, This can be done 
satisfactorily with all but the very largest books • 

A 6~10[ TO THE DESCRIPTiON OF FLAKE TOOLS 

P. IATHERCOU 

UTRODUCTIOK 

Flake tools and their method of aanufacture have been inadeq~tely studied in 
New Zealand, and the Artifact Record Form could become a valuable means of providing 
an initial record of well provenanced exaq>les. They can vary greatly in detail, and 
it is difficult to draw up a liat of descriptive terms to cover every possible feature 
which a specimen might J><iUeas. In this guide, which is provisional mly, the eq:ih
asia has been placeJ on tl\oae features which are generally present co artifacts of 
this clua. 

lt is based on the critical discussions held at the extended A.G.M. , and co 
further discussion by '1lelllbera of an Adult Education claaa subsequently organised in 
nmedin. 

RAW MATERIAL 

Though not exclusively used, siliceous rocks are particularly suitable !or the 
mnu!acture of flake tools, as they are hard, and yet can be fractured along a plane 
of segmentation whose positior. can usually be controlled by the knapper. '.()laruite' 
cbalcedony, obsidian, flint and 'jaaperoic!' rocks are among those exploited in New 



Zealarul. In much of the overseas literature, descriptions are based on !lint artifacts 
partly because their fractures are very suitable for illustration. Other siliceous 
rocks do not always show fracture details so clearly , and this may lea<l to difficulties fP 

in description. 

TECtlNOLOGY 

}:n,apped stone artifacts are described on the basis of their method of manufact
ure, as known from ethnological evidence , demonstrated by modern experiment, Jr inferr
ed from' either. To cover the complete process from the initial dressing of the raw 
material to the making of elaborate flakes, we must deal with three main artifar t 
µoups : the nodule, the core and the flake. 

DESCRIPTIOll 

(for Noa 2 - 12, 14 - 15 below, see illustrations) 

1. The NODULE: the block, from which artifacts are naJe. This some
times has a tough outer a:>RTEX; 

2. · The a:>RE: 

3. The FLAKE: 

shaped by the remonl of !la.lies from the nodule, either 
for the production of suitable flakes, or for the man
ufacture of a core tool; 

produce<! by an oblique blow with a hanrner near the aargin 
of a nodule or core, on a conveniently projecting surface, 
which my be deliberately prepared for this purpose, and 
is called the SlRIKING PUTFORM. 
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The relat ionship of core and flake, 
with the flake subsequently . nnoved, 
(after Knowles, with additima). 

1De flake itself consists of (starting at the bulbar end) :-

4. Part of the SlRIKING PLATFORM: 

S. lbe Bt:'l.BAR FACE: formed by the fracture process , on which 
are: -

6. The CONE OF PEl\CUSSION: a small conical swelling just below 
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the point of percussion on the striking pl a tform, 
(sometimes difficult to recognise ) ; 

7. The POSITIVE BULB OF PERCUSSION : a marked or diffuse swell 
ing just below the cone of percussion; 

8. The BUI.BAR SCAR: a small shallow depression on the positive 
bul~of percussion; 

9. RIPPLE MARKS : concentric rings or wave~, each having its 
centre at the point of percussion, (not always 
visible, and best seen when the flake is held obli
quely to the light); 

10. FISSURES: Striations which radiate out from the point of 
percussion, (sometimes visible); 

11. The NON-BULBAR END: (this sometimes terminates in a HINGE
FRACJURE, due to the misdirection of the angle of 
the ~ercuasion blow, which causes the fracturing 
force to 'double back' and take a abort cut to the 
outside of the flake). 

12 . The OlITER FACE : the face opposite to the bulbar face, with 
flake scars (see below - No.16) acquired when the 
flake was part of the core. 

An unmodified flake is often kna.n as 

13. A PRHtARY Fl.41:.E: a flake which lacks evidence of secondary 
working (see below - No.15) either on or towards 
the bulbar or non-bulbar ends, or on the 

14. LA'Il:RAL ~\ABGINS or edges. 

A flake may be modified by further knapping . Thia is known 
as:-

15. SECONDARY 'l\ORKING: the removal of small flakes from the 
lateral margins, the striking platform or the ends 
of the flake. (Extensive secondary working in
volving the removal of the positive bulb etc. can 
make deacrip.tion difficult, especially if the ripple 
marks ar~ not clearly visible.) 

The nodule and core also show evidence of knapping. This 
ccnaiata of: -

16. The FLAKE SCAR: this corresponds to the bulbar face on the 
flake, with the features reproduced in reverse, in
cluding 

17. The NEGATIVE BULB OF PERCUSSION: a depression on the flake 
scar which corresponds to the positive bulb of per
cussion on the flake. 



/Jo 
l\odules_ are oft.en irregular rn shape. Cores (unless nany flakes have 
been removed) have -rked stnlung platiol"lll5, sometimes at both ends , 
anJ are conical er cylindric• I in shape. II • core is used as a tool, ,. 
it may have e•idence of aeconduy worlnng. 

TYP'OLOG1 

1-\napped stone artifacts are often clusified as 'scrapers', 'blades', 'kniYea', 
' points' etc . , or are saiJ. to have 'use-marks' on th~!r ~gins. It is bey""1d the 
scope of this guide to suggest any typological classifications, al though these will 
no doubt be developed fran an extensive stuo!y of tbe descriptive characteristics of a 
Jar~ nwrber of artifacts .. Je fro. different raw aateriala. 

DRAWll& 

Ill this guide, the convention bu been adopted of describing artifacts with the 
striking platform at the top, although the use of 'top', 'bottom', 'J:.ck', 'front' as 
descriptive tern& is not recamiended. It is suggested that artifacts be drawn in this 
conventi~l way. 

nie drawing should be kept .. simple .. possible. 'Die outline can be done by 
laying the artifact on the paper and drawing round the margins, the na.mi>er of views 
shov.n depending on its characteristics. If tbe bulJ:.r face lacks secondary working, 
lt, or al 1 except for tlie area of tbe posit he bulb a{ percuaaion, can be cmnitted. 
TI1e outer face, the surface of tbe striking platform and one of .,re lateral vie- •Y 
have to he sham, especially if then is any seconJary working. The n~r of crosa-
sect.ions figure<l JepenJs on the shape of the outer face and the position and extent of • 
~econJary working. 

COUEITIOIS EMPLOYED 111 DRAWIH 

Such features as the positive bulb of percussion, flake scars and ripple marks 
can be represented diagnumatically be concentric arc5 which follOlf the curves visible 
on the surface of the artifact. It is not necessary to atteq>t to reproduce each ripple 
nark etc. exactly. ~'hen fractures are not clearly vis ible, it is be~ter to state this 
hy the side of the drawing rather than insert them by guesswork. Intelligent accentu
at10n in the representation of surface features on one aide of the longitudinal axis 
can often give boJy to the drawing. 

Stippling is useful to represent the cortex, a1:d is sometim:s used to denote 
flake sens etc . on cou-ae-grained rocks. •Artistic ' shading should be uoided. 

A MOTE 01 THE DESCRIPTION 
P. 8ATllUCDL£ 

I URODUCTI O• 

OF ORUMEllTS 

Ornaments are so Yaried in their shape and other features that they cannot be 
Jiscussed in the same homogeneous -y as the rea.inder of the artifacts considered in 
this symposium. Strictly speaking, the · are non-utilitarian, although an e• ~ry-day • 
object can be used as an ornament where appropriate. This means that their definition 
i s sanettmes tentative. For all these reas0ll5, no a t teq>t has been made here to sug-
gest a C<Xf1lrehensive set of tenas for use in de.scribing the features of the various 




